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Abstract
As compared to the traditional advertising, the word-of-mouth (WOM) communications have striking advantages such
as significantly lower cost and rapid delivery; this is especially the case with the popularity of online social networks.
This paper addresses the issue of maximizing the overall profit of a WOM marketing campaign. A marketing process
with both positive and negative WOM is modeled as a dynamical model knwn as the SIPNS model, and the profit
maximization problem is modeled as a constrained optimization problem. The influence of different factors on the
dynamics of the SIPNS model is revealed experimentally. Also, the impact of different factors on the expected overall
profit of a WOM marketing campaign is uncovered experimentally. On this basis, some promotion strategies are
suggested. To our knowledge, this is the first time a WOM marketing campaign is treated this way.
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1. Introduction
Promotion is a common form of product sales. The third-party advertising on mass media such as TV and news-
paper has long been taken as the major means of promoting products. However, this promotion strategy suffers from
high cost [1, 2]. Furthermore, it has been found that, beyond the early stage of product promotion, the efficacy of
advertising diminishes [3].
Word-of-mouth (WOM) communications are a pervasive and intriguing phenomenon. It has been found that both
satisfied and dissatisfied consumers tend to spread positive and negative WOM, respectively, regarding the products
they have purchased and used [4, 5]. As compared to positive WOM, negative WOM is more emotional and is more
likely to influence the receiver’s opinion. By contrast, positive WOM is more cognitive and more considered [6–9].
The significant role of WOM in product sales is supported by broad agreement among practitioners and academics.
Both positive and negative WOM will affect consumers’ purchase decisions. Due to significantly lower cost and
fast propagation, WOM-based promotion campaign outperforms their advertising counterparts [10, 11]. With the
increasing popularity of online social networks such as Facebook, Myspace, and Twitter, WOM has come to be the
main form of product marketing [12].
Currently, the major concern on WOM-based viral marketing focuses on the influence maximization problem: find
a set of seeds such that the expected number of individuals activated from this seed set is maximized [13]. Toward
this direction, large number of seeding algorithms have been proposed [14–23]. Additionally, a number of epidemic
models capturing the WOM spreading process have been suggested [24–34]. However, all of these works build on the
premise that a single product or a few competing products are to be promoted.
Typically, a large-scale marketing campaign often involves a consistent collection of products, that is, a customer
may purchase more than one product out of the collection. The ultimate goal of such a marketing campaign is to
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maximize the overall profit. To achieve the goal, it is crucial to determine those factors that have significant influence
on the profit. To our knowledge, so far there is no literature in this aspect.
This paper addresses the issue of maximizing the overall profit of a WOM marketing campaign with rich products.
A marketing process with both positive and negative WOM is modeled as a dynamical model known as the SIPNS
model, and the profit maximization is modeled as an optimization problem. The influence of different factors on
the dynamics of the SIPNS model is revealed experimentally. Also, the impact of different factors on the expected
overall profit of a WOM marketing campaign is uncovered experimentally. On this basis, some promotion strategies
are recommended. To our knowledge, this is the first time a WOM marketing campaign is treated this way.
The subsequent materials are organized as follows. Section 2 models a WOM marketing process as the SIPNS
model, and models the profit maximization as an optimization problem. Section 3 experimentally reveals the influence
of different factors on the dynamics of the SIPNS model. Section 4 experimentally uncovers the influence of different
factors on the expected overall profit of a WOM marketing campaign. Finally, Section 5 summarizes this work and
points out some future topics.
2. The problem and its modeling
Suppose a marketer will launch a WOM promotion campaign for promoting a batch of products, with the goal
of achieving the maximum possible profit. To achieve the goal, let us modeling the profit maximization problem as
follows.
Let [0,T ] denote the time interval for the campaign, Mt the target market at time t for the campaign, M(t) = |Mt |
the number of individuals in Mt. Here, Mt is classified as four categories, which are listed below.
(a) Susceptible individuals, i.e., those who haven’t recently bought any product but are inclined to buy one.
(b) Infected individuals, i.e., those who have recently bought a product but haven’t made comment on it.
(c) Positive individuals, i.e., those who have recently bought a product and have made a positive comment on it.
(d) Negative individuals, i.e., those who have recently bought a product and have made a negative comment on it.
Let S (t), I(t), P(t), and N(t) denote the expected number at time t of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative
individuals in Mt, respectively. Then, S (t) + I(t) + P(t) + N(t) = M(t).
Now, let us impose a set of statistical assumptions as follows.
(H1) At any time, the individuals outside of the target market enter the market at constant rate µ > 0, where µ is
referred to as the entrance rate.
(H2) At any time, a positive individual spontaneously exits from the market at constant rate δP, where δP is referred
to as the P-exit rate.
(H3) At any time, an infected individual spontaneously exits from the market at constant rate δI , where δI is referred
to as the I-exit rate.
(H4) At any time, a negative individual spontaneously exits from the market at constant rate δN , where δN is referred
to as the N-exit rate.
(H5) Encouraged by positive comments, at time t a susceptible individual buys a product (and hence becomes in-
fected) at rate βPP(t), where the constant βP > 0 is referred to as the P-infection force.
(H6) Discouraged by negative comments, at time t a susceptible individual exits from the market at rate βNN(t),
where the constant βN > 0 is referred to as the N-infection force.
(H7) At any time, an infected individual makes a positive comment on the product he/she has recently bought (and
hence becomes positive) at constant rate αP > 0, where αP > 0 is referred to as the P-comment rate.
(H8) At any time, an infected individual makes a negative comment on the product he/she has recently bought (and
hence becomes negative) at constant rate αN > 0, where αN > 0 is referred to as the N-comment rate.
(H9) At any time, a positive individual is inclined to buy a new product (and hence becomes susceptible) at constant
rate γP > 0, where γP > 0 is referred to as the P-viscosity rate.
(H10) At any time, an infected individual is inclined to buy a new product (and hence becomes susceptible) at constant
rate γI > 0, where γI > 0 is referred to as the I-viscosity rate.
2
Fig. 1 shows these assumptions schematically.
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Figure 1. Diagram of assumptions (H1)-(H10).
This collection of assumptions can be formulated as the dynamical model
dS (t)
dt
= µ − βPP(t)S (t) − βNN(t)S (t) + γPP(t) + γI I(t),
dI(t)
dt
= βPP(t)S (t) − αPI(t) − αN I(t) − γI I(t) − δI I(t),
dP(t)
dt
= αPI(t) − γPP(t) − δPP(t),
dN(t)
dt
= αN I(t) − δNN(t).
(1)
Here, 0 ≤ t ≤ T . We refer to the model as the Susceptible-Infected-Positive-Negative-Susceptible (SIPNS) model.
Suppose the profit per item is one unit. Then the expected profit during the infinitesimal time interval [t, t + dt) is
βPP(t)S (t)dt. As a result, the expected overall profit during the campaign is
βP
∫ T
0
P(t)S (t)dt. (2)
The marketer’s goal is to maximize the expected overall profit subject to the SIPNS model.
3. The dynamics of the SIPNS model
The SIPNS model plays a key role in the overall profit of a WOM marketing campaign. However, it is difficult
to theoretically study the dynamics of the four-dimensional SIPNS model. This section is intended to experimentally
reveal the influence of different factors on the dynamics of the SIPNS model.
3.1. The entrance rate
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the entrance rate on the dynamics of
the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 2. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any entrance rate, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive and negative individuals levels off,
respectively.
(b) The steady expected number of susceptible individuals is not dependent upon the entrance rate.
(c) With the rise of the entrance rate, the steady expected number of infected, positive, and negative individuals
goes up, respectively.
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Figure 2. The time plots of S (t), I(t), P(t), and N(t) for different entrance rates.
3.2. The I-exit rate
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the I-exit rate on the dynamics of the
SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 3. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any I-exit rate, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels off,
respectively.
(b) With the rise of the I-exit rate, the steady expected number of susceptible individuals goes up.
(c) With the rise of the I-exit rate, the steady expected number of infected, positive, and negative individuals goes
down, respectively.
3.3. The P-exit rate
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the P-exit rate on the dynamics of
the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 4. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any P-exit rate, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels off,
respectively.
(b) With the rise of the P-exit rate, the steady expected number of susceptible individuals goes up.
(c) With the rise of the P-exit rate, the steady expected number of infected, positive, and negative individuals goes
down, respectively.
3.4. The N-exit rate
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the N-exit rate on the dynamics of
the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 5. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any N-exit rate, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels off,
respectively.
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Figure 3. The time plots of S (t), I(t), P(t), and N(t) for different I-exit rates.
(b) The steady expected number of susceptible individuals is not dependent upon the N-exit rate.
(c) With the rise of the N-exit rate, the steady expected number of infected and positive individuals goes up,
respectively.
(d) With the rise of the N-exit rate, the steady expected number of infected and positive individuals goes down.
3.5. The P-comment rate
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the P-comment rate on the dynamics
of the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 6. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any P-comment rate, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels
off, respectively.
(b) With the rise of the P-comment rate, the steady expected number of susceptible individuals goes down.
(c) With the rise of the P-comment rate, the steady expected number of infected, positive, and negative individuals
goes up, respectively.
3.6. The N-comment rate
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the N-comment rate on the dynamics
of the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 7. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any N-comment rate, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels
off, respectively.
(b) With the rise of the N-comment rate, the steady expected number of susceptible and negative individuals goes
up, respectively.
(c) With the rise of the N-comment rate, the steady expected number of infected and positive individuals goes
down, respectively.
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Figure 4. The time plots of S (t), I(t), P(t), and N(t) for different P-exit rates.
3.7. The P-infection force
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the P-infection force on the dynamics
of the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 8. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any P-infection force, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels
off, respectively.
(b) With the rise of the P-infection force, the steady expected number of susceptible individuals goes down.
(c) With the rise of the P-infection force, the steady expected number of infected, positive, and negative individuals
goes up, respectively.
3.8. The N-infection force
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the N-infection force on the dynamics
of the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 9. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any N-infection force, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels
off, respectively.
(b) The steady expected number of susceptible individuals is not dependent upon the N-infection force.
(c) With the rise of the N-infection force, the steady expected number of infected, positive, and negative individuals
goes down, respectively.
3.9. The I-viscosity rate
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the I-viscosity rate on the dynamics
of the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 10. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any I-viscosity rate, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels
off, respectively.
(b) With the rise of I-viscosity rate, the steady expected number of susceptible individuals goes up.
(c) With the rise of the I-viscosity rate, the steady expected number of infected, positive, and negative individuals
goes down, respectively.
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Figure 5. The time plots of S (t), I(t), P(t), and N(t) for different N-exit rates.
3.10. The P-viscosity rate
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the P-viscosity rate on the dynamics
of the SIPNS model is as shown in Fig. 11. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) For any P-viscosity rate, the expected number of susceptible, infected, positive, and negative individuals levels
off, respectively.
(b) With the rise of P-viscosity rate, the steady expected number of susceptible individuals goes up.
(c) With the rise of the P-viscosity rate, the steady expected number of infected, positive, and negative individuals
goes down, respectively.
4. The overall profit of a WOM marketing campaign
This section aims to experimentally uncover the influence of different factors on the expected overall profit of a
WOM marketing campaign.
4.1. The entrance rate and the exit rates
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the entrance rate and the three exit
rates on the expected overall profit is as shown in Fig. 12. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) With the rise of the entrance rate, the expected overall profit goes up.
(b) With the rise of the I-exit rate entrance rate, the expected overall profit goes down.
(c) With the rise of the P-exit rate entrance rate, the expected overall profit goes down.
(d) With the rise of the N-exit rate entrance rate, the expected overall profit goes up.
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Figure 6. The time plots of S (t), I(t), P(t), and N(t) for different P-comment rates.
The entrance rate can be enhanced by launching a viral marketing (VM) campaign, that is, marketers develop a
marketing message and encourage customers to forward this message to their contacts. There are quite a number of
successful VM cases: Hotmail generated 12 million subscribers in just 18 months with a marketing budget of only
$50,000, and Unilevers Dove Evolution campaign generated over 2.3 million views in its first 10 days. These VM
campaigns were successful in part because the marketers effectively utilized VM’s unique potential to reach large
numbers of potential customers in a short period of time at a lower cost.
The I-exit rate or the P-exit rate can be reduced by enhancing customers’ experiences with the purchased products
and taking promotional measures such as discounting and distributing coupons.
Typically, the N-exit rate is uncontrollable.
4.2. The comment rates
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the two comment rates on the ex-
pected overall profit is as shown in Fig. 13. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) With the rise of the P-comment rate, the overall profit goes up.
(b) With the rise of the N-comment rate rate, the overall profit goes down.
The P-comment rate can be enhanced by enhancing customers’ experiences. Also, the N-comment rate can be
enhanced by enhancing customers’ experiences.
4.3. The infection forces
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the two infection forces on the ex-
pected overall profit is as shown in Fig. 14. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) With the rise of the P-infection force, the overall profit goes up.
(b) With the rise of the N-infection force, the overall profit goes down.
The P-infection force can be enhanced by enhancing customers’ experiences and, hence, earning positive WOM.
Also, the N-infection force can be reduced by enhancing customers’ experiences.
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Figure 7. The time plots of S (t), I(t), P(t) and N(t) for different N-comment rates.
4.4. The viscosity rates
Comprehensive simulation experiments show that, typically, the influence of the two viscosity rates on the ex-
pected overall profit is as shown in Fig. 15. In general, the following conclusions are drawn.
(a) With the rise of the I-viscosity rate, the overall profit goes up.
(b) There is a threshold θ such that (1) when the P-viscosity is lower than θ, the expected overall profit goes up with
the rise of the P-viscosity, and (2) when the P-viscosity exceeds θ, the expected overall profit goes down with
the rise of the P-viscosity.
The I-viscosity rate can be enhanced by enhancing customers’ experiences or by taking promotional measures.
5. Conclusions and remarks
The issue of maximizing the overall profit of a WOM-based promotion campaign has been modeled as a con-
strained optimization problem. Through comprehensive computer simulations, the influence of different factors on
the profit has been revealed. On this basis, some promotion strategies have been suggested.
Toward this direction, great efforts have yet to be made. It is well known that the structure of the underlying WOM
network has significant influence on the performance of a viral marketing [35, 36]. The proposed SIPNS model is
a population-level model and hence does not allow the analysis of this influence. To reveal the impact of the WOM
network on the marketing profit, a network-level epidemic model [37–40] or an individual-level epidemic model
[41–45] is an appropriate choice. The profit model presented in this paper builds on the uniform-profit assumption.
However, in everyday life different products may have seperate profits. Hence, it is of practical importance to construct
a non-uniform profit model. Also, a customer may purchase more than one items a time, and the corresponding model
is yet to be developed. Typically, a viral marketing campaign is subject to a limited budget. The dynamic optimal
control strategy against malicious epidemics [46–50] may be borrowed to the analysis of viral marketing so as to
achieve the maximum possible net profit.
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Figure 8. The time plots of S (t), I(t), P(t) and N(t) under different P-infection forces.
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Figure 11. The time plots of S (t), I(t), P(t), and N(t) for different P-viscosity rates.
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Figure 12. The expected overall profit versus (a) the entrance rate, (b) the I-exit rate, (c) the P-exit rate, and (d) the N-exit rate.
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Figure 13. The expected overall profit versus (a) the P-comment rate, and (b) the N-comment rate.
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Figure 14. The expected overall profit versus (a) the P-infection force, and (b) the N-infection force.
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Figure 15. The overall profit versus (a) the P-viscosity rate, and (b) the I-viscosity rate.
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